Plainsong Workshop
One of the most common forms of plainsong involves chanting to Gregorian tones (Gregorian chant).
St James chants psalms at Evensong to these tones (albeit usually written out in full).

Chant tones
Plainsong chant consists of four elements:
 Intonation (usually only sung first time, by the cantor)
 Reciting note (on which the majority of the words are sung)
 Mediation (the tail of the first line/first half of verse)
 Reciting note (as before, but for the second line of text/second half of verse)
 Termination/Ending (the tail of the second line/second half of the verse)
Occasionally, not all notes of mediation or termination are required (if ending on a stressed syllable,
for example). These are either shown in brackets (more common in modern notation) or as white
notes (more common with neumes).

Tone VIII 1 with highlighted intonation, reciting notes, mediation, and termination/ending
The above is written in modern notation. Usually plainsong is written on a 4-line stave with either a
C clef or an F clef (see later) and in ‘square notes’ called neumes.

Notes - neumes
Notes are indicated by neumes.







Single neumes indicate one note per syllable.
Single hollow neumes for extra syllables (I often tell you to ignore these when learning the
chant, they are for when extra syllables are required – more info and examples below)
Neumes bound together (ligatures) are used when multiple notes are sung to a single
syllable of text.
Perpendicular ligatures are sung ascending, that is, beginning on the lower note and rising to
the upper note.
Diagonal ligatures are sung descending.
Neumes generally do not indicate length of note (rules for note lengths discussed later)

We tend to use a version of plainsong that is written out in long form with a neume per syllable.
http://old.www.lithoi.org.uk/church/mop/mop.html
The problem with this is the rather syllabic singing it generates rather than the steady speech
rhythm flow it requires.

Clefs

The C and F clefs in plainsong indicate the relative placing of the semitone, not a specific pitch. The
C clef is far more common. It shows that there is a semitone between the indicated pitch (nominally
C) and the note below. There is also another semitone a fourth above and fifth below (rarely arises
in chant tones, but important for freeform plainsong). This ‘indicated pitch’ will rarely practically be
a ‘C’. Because of the natural comfortable range of the human voice, the reciting note is usually
between F-A (depending on the movement of the mediation/ending). The reciting note and the
note indicated by the clef are often different.

Example:

The above is likely to be sung with the reciting note on A. In this example, the reciting note is the
note indicated by the C clef. If we’re pitching the note indicated by the C clef as ‘A’, then all
corresponding intervals need to relate – the semitone below being G# etc.
An easy way to think of this is to take on the key signature of the pitch indicated by the C clef – in
this case A major (F#, C#, G#).
Therefore, the notes are






Intonation:
Reciting note:
Mediation:
Reciting note:
Ending:

E F#
A
B (A) A
A
G# A F# (E) E

Note: notes that are not always used in every verse are shown in white (the intonation is only used
in verse 1). Occasionally there are more notes than syllables. In these cases you finish the
mediation/ending early on the final syllable (‘up’ above is sung to the first note of the mediation, ‘B’,
and no further notes are sung).

Performance










Sung to speech rhythm as if you were reading ‘careful or formal speech’ – the slow steady
speed that you read in public settings like church; more steady than in general conversation
The rhythm is unaltered throughout – it is easy to slow down at the mediation, but this
sounds uncomfortable to the listener
Think of each neume as being similar to a quaver
Lengthen the final note before a barline (like a crotchet, but only a crotchet)
Lengthen the final two notes of a two-note ligature (two notes joined for one syllable)
before a barline, (but not for ligatures of more than two notes – see above)
In previous two points, the notes are still written the same way, but performed differently
Change to first note of mediation/ending on italicised syllable
Do not break at commas; breaks are indicated by half barlines (or with semicolons if during
the reciting note)
Emphasis is usually on penultimate or antepenultimate syllable when chanting in English, so
lengthened notes should not be emphasised (if anything they should diminuendo slightly)

Practice Examples

Note: the white notes are not sung unless needed; an extra note is needed for ‘the’ (penultimate
word) and is shown by a ligature in the text.

Note: there is no break at the commas before or after ‘O Lord’, but the ‘;’ after strength indicates a
break, as does the barline in the text after ‘trust’. A ‘;’ is just enough time to breath; a barline is a
longer break.

Note: the only word in the mediation is ‘fear’, therefore the first note only of the mediation is sung.
The flat ‘b’ in the second half indicates a full tone between the reciting note and the note
below/indicated. For example, if reciting on A, the ‘b’ indicates a G natural (a full tone below the
reciting note).

Notes: vertical ligatures = sing the lower note first; horizontal/diagonal ligatures are descending.
Stems to notes are historic (to save confusion with later development in white mensural notation –
mostly they mean maintain normal note values). Ed will point out any unusual circumstances as they
appear, but this is very unlikely with us

Note: if generally all notes have the duration of quavers, then the following are crotchets:





Son (first line)
Ghost (both notes, second line)
be (third line)
(A)men (final syllable of Amen, both notes)

Notes: This is an F clef (modern notation pitches the clef on A); it is common for modern editions to
divide long ligatures if words are immediately underlaid so meaning is obvious, as in ‘wis(dom)’;
shape of note from historical usage and does not alter length.
Originally neumes could be written long or short (long or breve), but these days it is rare to see note
length indicated in the shape of the note; instead all notes are given as breves (short notes) and two
breves next to each other indicate a lengthening of the value (see the second note in the modern
notation above, corresponding to the second and third neume above it).

SOLFEGE

Additional points:






Notice clef here is F clef
- over note indicates emphasis
· next to note indicates lengthening (no specific value, but double usually works)
Half bar line indicates breath (remember no breathing at commas)
Double neumes of the same pitch and syllable indicate emphasis and lengthening (see Io-annes)

Because the clef can be thought of as indicating the tonic rather than a specific note/pitch, we could
use solfege and describe it showing ‘do’. Solfege is the system that names degrees of a scale rather
than pitched notes – do re me fa sol la te do. Solfege was named after this hymn as each quarter
starts with a new note of the scale, with the syllable… Ut (do) re mi fa sol la (there is no te).

